The latency-associated transcripts (LATs) of herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) are the only viral gene products that accumulate to abundant levels in latently infected cells. Others have reported species of 2.0, 1.50, and 1.45 kb; only the 2.0-kb species is seen in productively infected cells, and there is evidence that it behaves as an intron. We examined the LATs both in trigeminal ganglia of latently infected mice and in productively infected cultures of monkey CV-1 cells. After glyoxalation, RNA was subjected to high-resolution agarose gel electrophoresis and Northern (RNA) analysis, a procedure capable of resolving linear and nonlinear RNA species. Under these conditions, we resolved the 2.0-kb LAT into two species; the slower species was much more abundant and had a mobility significantly slower than expected for a linear RNA. To test the hypothesis that this RNA was in fact nonlinear, we used partial hydrolysis by sodium carbonate and oligonucleotide-directed RNase H digestion. These procedures changed the mobility of the slower species into that of the faster species. Similarly, the mobility of the 1.50-kb LAT, which was much more abundant than the 1.45-kb LAT, was changed by these procedures to that of the 1.45-kb LAT. Our data show that the two major LAT species are nonlinear, and they support an interpretation of stable lariat structures.
All herpesviruses establish latent infections in their natural hosts (reviewed in reference 14) . For example, after a period of productive infection near the portal of entry, human herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) establishes latency in those peripheral neurons which send projections to the lytically infected region. In productively infected cells, more than 70 different viral gene products are synthesized with temporally regulated kinetics. Although low levels of a variety of viral gene products may be present in latently infected cells, the latencyassociated transcripts (LATs) appear to be the only transcripts which accumulate in sufficient amounts to be detected by Northern (RNA) blot analysis. Latently infected cells are therefore characterized by the accumulation of this single family of small, nuclear RNA molecules which map to the internal repeat region of the viral genome and may be present at as many as 40,000 copies per cell (29) . The most abundant species is about 2.0 kb in length; also present are species of 1.50 and 1.45 kb (27, 30, 33) . There is evidence that the 2.0-kb species is a stable intron and may be derived from the processing of an 8.3-kb precursor (13) . Also, others have suggested that the 1.50-and 1.45-kb species might represent spliced forms of the 2.0-kb species (27) .
The function, if any, of the LATs is unclear. One consistent observation is that mutant viruses with deletions of the putative major LAT promoter (LAPI) and surrounding region reactivate from latent infections less efficiently than the wild-type virus (reviewed in reference 14) . This finding implies that LATs are involved in either the establishment of or the reactivation from latent infections. However, the behaviors of LAT mutants vary with the experimental system used; also, no specific coding information appears to be necessary for putative LAT function (14) . For example, mutants containing a disruption of the open reading frames and other positions within the LAT transcripts can reactivate from explants of trigeminal ganglia derived from latently infected mice, with normal kinetics. Since the 2.0-kb LAT accumulates to such a high abundance in the nucleus and is complementary to the 3Ј end of the ICP0 transcript, an antisense mechanism of LAT function was also hypothesized (13, 28) . Recently, in a study using a rabbit in vivo system, it was found that normal reactivation phenotypes can be restored to LAT null mutants by ectopic insertion of the region corresponding to the first 1.5 kb of the putative 8.3-kb LAT primary transcript (22) . Since this region does not specify RNA complementary to the ICP0 RNA, enthusiasm for the antisense mechanism has been reduced. Therefore, the putative mechanism of action of the LAT remains enigmatic.
Possibly the LATs accumulate in part because they are relatively stable. Previous studies have provided clues as to why RNA species can possess higher stability. In the nuclei of eukaryotic cells, the major RNases have exonucleolytic rather than endonucleolytic activity (6) . Since circular RNAs would not be a substrate for exonucleases, they are thus at an advantage. This has been demonstrated for deliberately constructed circular RNAs (16, 23) . There are also naturally occurring circles that accumulate. Examples include infectious agents, such as the plant viroids (11) and human hepatitis delta virus (31) . There are also certain cellular RNAs which can exist in a circular form; a process referred to as missplicing can produce circular RNAs, some of which accumulate to relatively high levels (1, 3, 9, 10, 21) . In addition to circular RNAs, the RNA lariat structures produced during splicing can under special circumstances be stable. Normally lariats are unstable because of prompt debranching, which converts them to less stable linear RNAs. However, if this debranching reaction for some reason becomes inefficient, then lariats will accumulate. This has been observed for a simian virus 40 RNA artificially expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes (19) . It has also been seen for certain naturally occurring immunoglobulin RNAs expressed in T cells (24) . It has been shown that lariats can accumulate in yeast when the branchpoint is mutated (17) or in strains which lack debranching activity (7).
Our studies began as an attempt to determine whether the stability of HSV-1 LATs was due to a nonlinear conformation. Our initial inclination was to test for circles, just like those seen for hepatitis delta virus. On the other hand, others have shown that the 2.0-kb LAT can behave as an intron, and thus it might even be a lariat. As described here, we found that both the 2.0-and 1.50-kb LAT RNAs were primarily in a nonlinear conformation, and we now favor the interpretation that this conformation is that of a stable lariat.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids, probes, and primers. The relative positions of the RNA probes and oligonucleotides used are shown in Fig. 1 . All Northern analyses shown were carried out with probe P, and in the RNase H studies, some were repeated with a probe spanning the whole 2.0-kb region. Positions and sequences of the oligonucleotides are summarized in Table 1 .
Cells, viruses, and tissue culture. CV-1 cells (American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, Md.) were maintained at 37ЊC and 5% CO 2 as monolayers in Eagle's minimal essential medium (GIBCO) supplemented with 5% newborn calf serum and 0.35% glucose. These cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection of 3 with HSV-1 strain 17.
Mouse infections. Female 4-to 6-week old BALB/c mice (Jackson Laboratory) were infected by corneal scarification with between 10 5 and 10 6 PFU of virus. After 30 days, a time at which latency can be established, matched mock-infected or infected mice were sacrificed, and trigeminal ganglia were excised as described previously (18) .
RNA isolation and characterization. RNA was isolated from both tissue and cell culture samples by a guanidine isothiocyanate procedure (8) . RNA was glyoxalated and subjected to 3% agarose gel electrophoresis and Northern analyses as described previously (15) . RNA markers were transcribed with a RiboMark labeling system (Promega). A 1-kb DNA ladder (Bethesda Research Laboratories) was 5Ј labeled by using T4 kinase. The treatments with sodium carbonate and RNase H (Bethesda Research Laboratories) were as described previously (3) . For experiments summarized in Table 2 , oligonucleotides D to F were 5Ј labeled by using T4 kinase and then used as probes in Northern analyses with hybridization at 37ЊC.
Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR)
, cloning, and sequencing. One microgram of RNA from latently infected trigeminal ganglia was reverse transcribed by using random hexamer primers as described previously (27) and then PCR amplified by using oligonucleotides D and G ( Table 1) . The product was then cloned and sequenced as described previously (20) .
RESULTS
Northern analyses of RNA from latently infected mouse trigeminal ganglia and productively infected CV-1 cells. From previous studies with hepatitis delta virus RNA, we had determined agarose gel conditions in which the 1,679-nucleotide (nt) circular RNA migrates significantly more slowly than the corresponding linear form (15) . Therefore, we applied such conditions to the RNAs from both the trigeminal ganglia of latently infected mice and productively infected monolayer cultures of CV-1 cells.
On the basis of previous work of Spivack et al. (27) , we expected that the infected trigeminal ganglia would contain species of 2.0, 1.50, and 1.45 kb. As shown in Fig. 2A , lane 4, we actually detected not three species but two major and two minor species. Assuming that these four species were linear RNAs, then relative to the size markers in lanes 1 and 2, they (34) . The size of 1,954 nt for the major LAT was calculated from reference 13. The 1,395 nt for the smaller LAT is derived from this value, using the evidence for a 559-nt intron (27) . P is the RNA probe used for Northern analyses. A to G are the oligonucleotides used in various assays; the full sequences of these oligonucleotides are presented in Table 1 . The important difference is that prior to electrophoretic analysis, the RNAs for lanes 4 and 6 were subjected to partial hydrolysis using sodium carbonate. Fig. 1 . b Based on a published sequence (27, 34) . The nucleotides indicated in lowercase were non-HSV sequences added to the 5Ј ends to provide restriction enzyme sites to facilitate cDNA cloning.
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were calculated to be equivalent to lengths of 2,250, 1,960, 1,460, and 1,370 nt. (For reasons of consistency, we will subsequently refer to these RNA species by these calculated equivalent linear sizes, even though the RNAs may not be linear.) Apparently, our electrophoretic conditions had resolved what others have described as a single 2.0-kb species into two, with the 2,250-nt species being much more abundant than the 1,960-nt species. Similarly, the 1,460-nt species was much more abundant than the 1,370-nt species. None of these four species were present in RNA from the trigeminal ganglia from uninfected mice (lane 3).
Others have reported that productively infected cells contain the 2.0-kb RNA but not the 1.45-or 1.50-kb species (27) . Consistent with this finding, we observed a simpler pattern for the RNAs from productively infected CV-1 cells. At 23 h after infection, we observed only two bands (Fig. 2A, lane 6) . These bands corresponded to the two larger bands detected in the infected trigeminal ganglia. No species were detected after 4 h of infection (lane 5).
On the basis of these results and the following clues, we hypothesized that the two major LAT species, observed to be equivalent in migration to linear RNAs of 2,250 and 1,460 nt, were actually nonlinear and that the two minor species, observed to be equivalent to 1,960 and 1,370 nt in length, were more like linear forms. One clue was that the calculated size of 2,250 nt was significantly larger than the 2.0 kb reported by others (27) and larger than the predicted 1,954 nt determined in an experiment in which this region was interpreted to behave as an intron (13); we already knew from our studies with hepatitis delta virus that under such conditions of agarose gel electrophoresis, nonlinear RNAs migrate more slowly than the corresponding linear species (15) . Another clue was provided by observations relating to RNA storage. Typically, we store RNA samples in ethanol at Ϫ20ЊC, which avoids RNA hydrolysis. However, if samples were stored as frozen aqueous solutions at Ϫ70ЊC, there was, with time, a decrease of the 2,250-nt RNA and what appeared to be a corresponding increase in the 1,960-nt species (35) . One interpretation was that these conditions allowed limited hydrolysis (26) , which changed the conformation of a nonlinear RNA into a linear form.
Partial hydrolysis of LATs in sodium carbonate. Previous studies of circular RNAs have established conditions by which treatment in sodium carbonate leads to limited hydrolysis, with the conversion of circular RNAs into linear RNAs (3). We applied these conditions to the RNAs from infected trigeminal ganglia and CV-1 cells. As shown in Fig. 2B , this treatment initially led to a decrease in the amounts of the 2,250-and 1,460-nt species, with a corresponding increase in the amounts of the 1,960-and 1,370-nt species, respectively. These changes are shown more clearly in the corresponding radioactive profiles presented in Fig. 3 . After longer times of treatment of the CV-1 RNA with sodium carbonate, although the amount of the 2,250-nt band continued to decrease, there was also a decrease in the amount of the 1,960-nt species, with the appearance of a heterogeneous population of smaller RNAs (35) . All of these observations are consistent with the interpretation that 2,250-and 1,460-nt LATs are nonlinear and that limited hydrolysis converted them first to linear species and later to smaller random-sized fragments.
RNase H digestion of LATs hybridized to specific oligonucleotides. One way to distinguish linear from nonlinear RNAs is to hybridize with one or two specific oligonucleotides, carry out an RNase H digestion, and then characterize the RNA products of this digestion. Such a strategy was used by others to characterize a circular RNA molecule produced from the Sry gene (3). We adapted this strategy in order to better understand the putative nonlinear conformations of the 2,250-and 1,460-nt RNAs. We tested the RNAs from the infected trigeminal ganglia and CV-1 cells, along with three specific oligonucleotides, B, C and E, with results as shown in Fig. 4 .
Oligonucleotides B and C, with positions indicated in Fig. 1 , were able to lead to the efficient digestion of the 2,250-and 1,460-nt species, with a corresponding increase of RNAs at about 1,960 and 1,370 nt. These data indicate that the two major LATs, 2,250 and 1,460 nt, do not correspond to linear species with specific 5Ј and 3Ј ends; if they did, then RNase H cleavage after hybridization with either oligonucleotide B or oligonucleotide C would have produced specific discrete-sized species, which we did not detect. We next used these two oligonucleotides together. In the case of the CV-1 RNA, this digestion led to the conversion of the major 2,250-nt species into a 1,520-nt species (Fig. 4, lane  10) and a 390-nt species. (The smaller species is not shown in Fig. 4 ; it was detected in a separate analysis using a shorter electrophoresis time and also with a probe specific for the whole 2-kb LAT region [35] .) In a similar digestion of the RNA from trigeminal ganglia, the major 2,250-and 1,460-nt species were replaced by 1,520-, 950-, and 390-nt species (Fig. 4 , lane 6, and reference 35). These fragments and their specific sizes are consistent with the interpretation, as represented in Fig. 5 , that the two major LATs are lariats. An alternative interpretation, not excluded by these data, is that the two LATs are circular.
It is difficult to be conclusive about the two minor LATs of 1,960 and 1,370 nt. These species exist to a small extent before RNase H digestion ( Fig. 2A, lanes 4 and 6) . Our interpretation is that they represent nonspecific single nicking of the two major LATs. If they were in fact specific single openings of the major LATs, for example, a linear intron as shown in Fig. 5 , then RNase H digestion following hybridization with either oligonucleotide B or oligonucleotide C would have produced specific discrete RNA fragments; we did not detect such fragments. ( We did note that in some digestions, minor discretesized species were present; our interpretation is that these species arose via nonspecific hybridization by the oligonucleotides.)
After the LATs were hybridized to oligonucleotide E, there was no indication of RNase H cleavage (Fig. 4, lanes 3 and 7) . This was unexpected since the location of this oligonucleotide is at the extreme 3Ј end of the predicted LAT region ( Fig. 1 ; Table 2 ); actually the results were identical to those obtained with either oligonucleotide F or even in the absence of oligonucleotide (35) . We considered three explanations for the inability of oligonucleotide E to lead to cleavage. First, the target RNA may not be present. Second, the target is there but hybridization may be inefficient. Third, the RNAs are in a lariat conformation, and oligonucleotide E is complementary to the 3Ј tail region (Fig. 5) , so that independent of the presence or absence of hybridization and RNase H digestion, the loop of the lariat will not be opened up. In an attempt to distinguish between these interpretations, we carried out the following hybridization experiments.
Hybridization of specific oligonucleotides to LATs. We used hybridization with three oligonucleotides: D was complementary to an internal region, as a positive control; E was complementary to the extreme 3Ј end of the predicted LAT; and F was complementary to a region outside the LAT region, as a negative control (Fig. 1) . As a calibration of hybridization effi- FIG. 4 . RNase H digestion of LATs following hybridization of specific oligonucleotides. RNAs from infected trigeminal ganglia (lanes 3 to 6) and CV-1 cells (lanes 7 to 10) were hybridized to oligonucleotides E (lanes 3 and 7) , B (lanes 4 and 8), C (lanes 5 and 9), or B and C (lanes 6 and 10). The RNAs were then treated with RNase H, extracted, and subjected to glyoxalation and Northern analysis as in Fig. 2 . The DNA and RNA markers in lanes 1 and 2, respectively, with their sizes indicated at the left, are also as in Fig. 2 . At the right are indicated the determined sizes of the observed RNA species, assuming a linear conformation.
FIG. 5. Interpretation of major
LATs. The upper panel shows the predicted 1,954-nt LAT as a linear intron; our data argue against the existence of such a species. Instead, as indicated by the middle panel, our data support the interpretation of a lariat structure. The bottom panel shows our interpretation of the other major LAT, the species which is predicted to be a 1,395-nt species, as also being a lariat. Indicated in each panel are the relative positions of three oligonucleotides, B, C, and E (Table 1) , which were used in the RNase H studies shown in Fig. 4 . F ........................................................................................Ͻ0.01 a Oligonucleotides, as described in Table 1 with relative positions as indicated in Fig. 1 , were 5Ј labeled and hybridized to a Northern blot containing both CV-1 RNA (5 g) and, as a positive control, in vitro synthesized RNA (5 ng) exactly complementary to RNA R in Fig. 1 .
b Hybridizations were quantitated with a Fuji imager, and the signals for each probe were first expressed relative to the hybridization to the positive control. Then these three values were normalized relative to the hybridization obtained with CV-1 RNA and oligonucleotide D.
VOL. 70, 1996 HSV-1 LATs 5965 ciency, we used an in vitro RNA that should hybridize to all three oligonucleotides. These studies were carried out on the 2,250-nt LAT as detected in CV-1 cells at 23 h after infection. The results, as summarized in Table 2 , indicate that both D and E hybridize to the 2,250-nt RNA. Thus, both complementary regions are present, at least to some extent. However, the ability to hybridize with E was only 7% relative to the ability to hybridize to D. An interpretation of this finding is considered in Discussion.
RNA editing of LATs. Previous studies with other viral RNAs have suggested that RNA genomes, with time, and especially during persistent infections, can accumulate changes due to posttranscriptional editing by double-stranded RNA adenosine deaminase, an activity that seems to be present in the nuclei of all animal cells (4). This activity can change adenosine to inosine. There is even a cellular RNA which is a natural substrate for this activity; the precursor in the brain to the mRNA for one of the glutamate receptors is specifically edited by double-stranded RNA adenosine deaminase (5) .
Because LAT RNAs are the only transcripts detectable in HSV latent infections, we determined whether nucleotide changes could be detected on those RNAs present in infected trigeminal ganglia. We used RT-PCR with oligonucleotides G and D. The RT-PCR product was ligated into a bacterial plasmid. Five positive clones were sequenced through a region of 519 nt. Not a single nucleotide change was found (35) . Thus, editing of this RNA, if present, was below our detection level (viz., Ͻ20% at each of about 130 adenosines).
DISCUSSION
Previous studies have shown that the 2.0-kb LAT found in both latently infected trigeminal ganglia and productively infected CV-1 cells accumulates in the nucleus. It has been hypothesized that it is a stable intron (13) . Our studies show that this RNA can actually be separated electrophoretically into two RNA species. Our interpretation is that the more abundant is a nonlinear RNA, while the minor species is created from it by a single random nicking event.
It has previously been reported that HSV RNA from latently infected mouse trigeminal ganglia contains, in addition to the 2.0-kb LAT, smaller species designated 1.50-and 1.45-kb LATs (27) . On the basis of RT-PCR cloning and sequencing, Spivack et al. have suggested that relative to the 2.0-kb species, the 1.50-kb species has undergone the removal, by RNA splicing, of a 559-nt region (27) . Our results show that the 1.50-and 1.45-kb LATs are related. The 1.50-kb species is more abundant and, again, a nonlinear RNA. The 1.45-kb species is relatively minor and, again, created from the major species by a single random nicking event.
What precisely is the nonlinear conformation of the two major LATs? Our experiments, as presented here, do not distinguish between circles and lariats; however, as discussed below, in the context of experiments by others, the most likely interpretation, as represented in Fig. 5 , is that the two major LATs are stable lariats.
We used two additional approaches in an attempt to distinguish between circles and lariats. The first was an RT-PCR strategy using a pair of primers facing away from each other on the linear map; this strategy was used by others to help show that certain processed RNA transcripts from the Sry gene were circular (3) . We carried out RT-PCR using oligonucleotides A and G (Fig. 1) and RNA from both infected trigeminal ganglia and infected cultured cells. We were unable to detect a product. This was not due to an inability to RT-PCR on HSV RNA; we were able to amplify the linear region between oligonucleotides E and G (Fig. 1) . Also, it was not due to an inability to amplify circular RNA; the strategy did work on circular hepatitis delta virus RNA. Thus, our data favor the interpretation that the HSV LAT is not circular (35) .
A second approach was to debranch the putative lariat RNA. RNA from infected CV-1 cells was incubated with a crude S100 fraction from uninfected HeLa cells. We observed that the amount of nonlinear RNA progressively decreased (35) . However, comparable changes also occurred for an internal control of HDV RNA that was truly circular and could not be debranched. Therefore, the majority of the changes detected for the HSV RNA were probably due to random nicking and not to debranching (35) . We note the alternative interpretation, that this failure to debranch in vitro might be related to the putative failure to debranch in vivo.
Even though our experiments, per se, were unable to distinguish between circles and lariats, we can, considering our data together with the work of others, strongly argue in favor of lariats. Farrell et al. transferred the 2.0-kb region into another gene and showed that it behaved as an intron (13) . They identified a splice donor and, 3Ј of this, a splice acceptor. Thus, their data allow for formation of a lariat and at the same time exclude circle formation by missplicing, since that would depend on a splice acceptor being 5Ј rather than 3Ј of the splice donor. As mentioned in the introduction, there are several precedents for intron sequences accumulating in a stable lariat conformation. Finally, we are aware of unpublished studies by Rodahl and Haarr, who suggested that in productively infected cultured cells, the 2.0-kb LAT is nonlinear and probably a stable lariat (25) .
Although Farrell et al. have attempted to locate the splice donor and acceptor sites for the large LAT intron (13) , there has been no speculation as to the position of the branchpoint. We note that there is a potential branchpoint at position 121391, which is appropriately followed by a pyrimidine-rich tract and the putative splice acceptor site. We also speculate that the same branchpoint is used for the two major LATs. Mutagenesis of this putative branchpoint may provide data that further clarify the conformation, and even the function, of the LATs.
Others have seen that the short 3Ј tail on lariat RNAs can become trimmed, presumably by exonuclease activity (19) . Relevant to this question for the HSV LATs, we carried out hybridization with oligonucleotide E, which should be 3Ј of the putative branchpoint (Fig. 5 ). As summarized in Table 2 , we observed hybridization to a level of 7% relative to controls. These data prove that at least some of the putative tail sequence is present on 7% of the major 2.0-kb LAT. However, for the other 93%, we cannot distinguish between two possibilities: the RNA sequence is not present, presumably because of trimming, or the sequence is present but some steric block, like the nearby branchpoint, interferes with efficient hybridization. (The distance between the putative branchpoint at position 121391 and the 3Ј end of oligonucleotide E was only 2 nt.)
These two possibilities might also apply to the interpretation of our experiments when RNase H digestion was carried out following hybridization with oligonucleotide E; we observed no significant RNase H cleavage in such experiments (Fig. 4, lanes  3 and 7) . However, a third possibility arises if the LATs are lariats. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , even if oligonucleotide E were able to bind, then RNase H digestion would only trim the 3Ј tail, not open up the lariat.
Some additional comment needs to be made about the origin of the 1.50-kb RNA which we interpret to be a lariat. The complication is that Spivack et al. have presented evidence that this sequence has undergone a separate splicing event, with the removal of an intron of about 0.5 kb (27) . If this interpretation were correct, one might expect that the 0.5-kb intron was probably removed from some precursor RNA not after, but before the lariat was formed. Furthermore, according to this interpretation, this 0.5-kb intron is removed with about 50% efficiency in latently infected cells but somehow is not significantly removed in productively infected cells.
Our studies provide a clue as to why the LATs are relatively stable. However, we are still left with the question of whether this RNA has any function, especially in terms of HSV latency. As reviewed in the introduction, others have provided much evidence that the LATs are not essential for the establishment or the maintenance of latency. Recently Bloom et al. have reactivated another hypothesis, namely, that the DNA region, upstream of the 2.0-kb LAT, contains sequences (CpG islands) which provide good substrates for methylation and that this might contribute to HSV latency (2) . Earlier studies by others have suggested that methylation at CpG does not extensively occur on HSV DNA derived from latently infected trigeminal ganglia (12) ; the possibility that specific regions were methylated was not excluded. Recently a connection between specific DNA methylation and accumulations of high-copy-number RNA was observed by Wassenegger et al.; they found that expression of numerous copies of a circular viroid RNA was associated with specific methylation of corresponding integrated DNA sequences (32) . Thus, it is tempting to speculate that the methylation of episomal HSV genomes in latently infected cells may be affected by high levels of nonlinear LATs.
